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his collection of Islamic portraits that when forced to sell them in

order to raise money, he first made copies of more than twenty.(A)

he first made copies of more than twenty(B) first he made copies of

more than twenty(C) more than twenty were copied(D) copies of

more than twenty were made (E) he copies more than twenty of

them first77. Using the techniques employed by genetic engineering,

a new species of microorganism has been developed by laboratory

scientists to aid in cleaning up oil spills by digesting the oil.(A) Using

the techniques employed by genetic engineering, a new species of

microorganism has been developed by laboratory scientists to(B)

Using the techniques employed by genetic engineering, a new species

of microorganism that was developed by laboratory scientists will(C)

Using the techniques of genetic engineering laboratory scientists have

developed a new species of microorganism to(D) Employing the

techniques of genetic engineering there has been a development by

laboratory scientists of a new species of microorganism that will (E)

Employing the techniques of genetic engineering, a new species of

microorganism that was developed by laboratory scientists will78.

Although many Whites, noting the presence of some Blacks in the

middle class, think that the time for enforcing civil rights measures is

past, Blacks generally are aware that the figures for average income

and unemployment show as wide of a radical discrepancy as ever.(A)



that the figures for average income and unemployment show as wide

of(B) that average-income and unemployment figures show as

wide(C) that the average-income and unemployment figures are

showing as wide of(D) of average-income and unemployment

figures that show as wide of (E) of figures for average income and

unemployment showing as wide79. Opened in 1683, the Ashmolean

was the first public museum in Great Britain, while earlier the

Bodleian has been the first truly public library.(A) while earlier the

Bodleian has been(B) where the Bodleian earlier is(C) just as earlier

the Bodleian had been(D) as the earlier Bodleian has been (E) the

Bodleian earlier being80. Two valence states of uranium, one with a

deficit of four electrons and the other one with a deficit of six, occurs

in nature and contributes to the diversity of uranium’s

behavior.(A) the other one with a deficit of six, occurs in nature and

contributes(B) the other one a deficit of six, occur in nature and

contribute(C) the other with a deficit of six, occurs in nature and

contributes(D) the other with a deficit of six, occur in nature and

contribute (E) one with six, occurs in nature and contributes81.

There is growing demand in the state for “initiative and

referendum,” a procedure that allows voters to propose and pass

laws, as well as to repeal them.(A) allows voters to propose and pass

laws, as well as to repeal them(B) allows voters to propose, pass, and

to repeal laws(C) allows voters to propose, to pass, and repeal

laws(D) will allow the voter to propose, pass, as well as to repeal laws

(E) will allow laws to be proposed, passed, as well as repealed by

voters82. Many of them chiseled from solid rock centuries ago, the



mountainous regions of northern Ethiopia are dotted with hundreds

of monasteries.(A) Many of them chiseled from solid rock centuries

ago, the mountainous regions of northern Ethiopia are dotted with

hundreds of monasteries.(B) Chiseled from solid rock centuries ago,

the mountainous regions of northern Ethiopia are dotted with many

hundreds of monasteries.(C) Hundreds of monasteries, many of

them chiseled from solid rock centuries ago, are dotting the

mountainous regions of northern Ethiopia.(D) The mountainous

regions of northern Ethiopia are dotted with hundreds of

monasteries, many of which are chiseled from solid rock centuries

ago. (E) The mountainous regions of northern Ethiopia are dotted

with hundreds of monasteries, many of them chiseled from solid

rock centuries ago.83. Increases in the cost of energy, turmoil in the

international money markets, and the steady erosion of the dollar

have altered the investment strategies of United States corporations

more radically than those of foreign corporations.(A) altered the

investment strategies of United States corporations more radically

than those of(B) altered the investment strategies of United States

corporations more radically than(C) altered the investment strategies

of United States corporations more radically than they have(D)

radically altered the investment strategies of United States

corporations more than (E) radically altered the investment strategies

of United States and84. Plausible though it sounds, the weakness of

the hypothesis is that it does not incorporate all relevant

evidence.(A) Plausible though it sounds, the weakness of the

hypothesis(B) Even though it sounds plausible, the weakness of the



hypothesis(C) Though plausible, the hypothesis’ weakness(D)

Though the hypothesis sounds plausible, its weakness (E) The

weakness of the hypothesis which sounds plausible85. The

Rorschzch test is gaining new respect as a diagnostic tool because it

takes only one hour to expose behavior and thought processes that

may be unlikely to emerge in other procedures or weeks of ordinary

interviewing.(A) that may be unlikely to emerge in other procedures

or weeks of ordinary interviewing(B) whose emergence is unlikely in

other procedures or weeks of ordinary interviews(C) that might not

emerge in other procedures or in weeks of ordinary interviews(D)

that may not emerge under other procedures or weeks of ordinary

interviews (E) unlikely not to emerge during weeks of ordinary

interviewing or in other procedures86. During the Great Depression,

industrial output fell by nearly fifty percent from its peak in 1929

down to its nadir in 1933.(A) During the Great Depression,

industrial output fell by nearly fifty percent from its peak in 1929

down to its nadir in 1933.(B) During the Great Depression,

industrial output fell by nearly fifty percent from its peak in 1929 to

its nadir in 1933.(C) At the time of the Great Depression, industrial

output fell by almost fifty percent from its 1929 peak down to its 1933

nadir.(D) At the time of the Great Depression, industrial output fell

from its peak in 1929, by nearly fifty percent, to it nadir in 1933. (E)

During the Great Depression, industrial output fell from its peak in

1929 to its nadir in 1933 by nearly fifty percent.87. The debate over

bilingual education centers on the issue of whether the United States

should foster the idea of single common language, an idea, some



believe, that has in the past been crucial in binding diverse

constituencies together.(A) been crucial in binding diverse

constituencies together(B) been crucial as a binding together of

diverse constituencies(C) been crucial to bind together

constituencies that are diverse(D) become crucial in binding

together diverse constituencies (E) become crucial to bind together

constituencies that are diverse88. Green anole lizards, familiar to

schoolchildren as chameleons, have recently become familiar to

biologists as an excellent animal for laboratory studies of the

interaction between stimuli with hormones.(A) an excellent animal

for laboratory studies of the interaction between stimuli with(B) an

excellent animal for laboratory studies of interaction of stimuli

and(C) being excellent animals for laboratory studies of the

interaction between stimuli with(D) excellent animals for laboratory

studies of the interaction between stimuli with (E) excellent animals

for laboratory studies of the interaction of stimuli and89.

Corporations will soon be required to report to the government

whether they have the necessary reserves to pay the pension benefits

earned by their employees and that the information be published in

annual reports to shareholders.(A) earned by their employees and

that the information be published(B) that their employees earned

and that the information be published(C) that was earned by their

employees with the information being published(D) earned by their

employees, information that must also be published (E) earned by

their employees and published the information90. Dr. Hegsted

argues that just as polio vaccine is given to every person to protect



the few who might actually contract polio, mass dietary change is

needed to protect the significant number who are susceptible to the

life-threatening effects of press eating habits.(A) just as polio vaccine

is given to every person to protect the few who might actually

contract polio(B) like polio vaccine, which is given to every person

to protect the few who might contract polio(C) similar to polio

vaccine which is given to every person in order to protect the few

who might actually contract polio(D) while, to protect the few who

might actually contract polio, polio vaccine is given to every person

(E) similar to the giving of polio vaccine to every person in order to

protect the few who might contract polio actually 100Test 下载频道
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